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We’ve reached a place where we have pretty good
counts of the stars that have formed.

Now, we want to use
physics to understand how
galaxies grow their stars
•

•

Typically— supercomputer
simulations of large, cosmological
volumes
•

Start with dark matter halos—
well behaved and simple

•

Add baryonic matter. Physics
gets messy.
•

recipes for star-formation

•

supernovae explosions

•

gas heating

•

……

for observers, lots of work to help
simulators get their physics right.

What makes the gas and stars so
complicated
Feedback

Mutch et al. (2013)

•

heating gas so
that it can’t form
stars (preventive)

•

removing gas
from galaxies
with outflows
(ejective)

Supernovae and supermassive black holes
(Active Galactic Nuclei; AGN) inject energy
and momentum into the gas, driving a wind.
•

Ejected gas can’t form stars.
So outflows caused by starformation inhibit future starformation.

•

Hence the name, “feedback.”
Galaxies are self-regulating.

(M82; ionized gas from outflow = red)
Our goal as galaxy observers is to use many diﬀerent approaches to test
our physical understanding of galaxy growth and feedback.

My research: complementary methods
for understanding the growth of galaxies
Distant (First!) Galaxy Surveys
—buildup of first stars and galaxies
—how they ionized their surroundings

Heavy element enrichment
of galaxies
—traces feedback, outflows, and gas
accretion
— evolution with cosmic time

Observing feedback from
outflows
— measurements of outflows via
detection of high velocity gas
— constraining conditions in halo gas by
studying resonantly scattered Lyman
Alpha emission

Low redshift analog galaxies
—special populations of nearby galaxies
(similar to very distant galaxies) help us
to better understand key questions
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Tool: Gas-Phase Metal Abundances

http://astronomy.swin.edu.au/cosmos/M/Metals

What you need to know:
•

most metals are produced when stars end their lives in supernovae

•

metallicity = abundance, usually oxygen relative to hydrogen
•

expressed as Z, where Z☉ = solar metallicity.

•

or commonly expressed as 12 + log (O/H)

How do metals tell us about
feedback?
•

•

pristine gas inflows:

gas recycling from halo

•

•

fuel star-formation
(creates metals)

•

dilute existing metallicity

outflows:
•

slows star-formation
(feedback)

•

removes gas that may be
preferentially enriched
(relative to average ISM)

credit: NASA/STScI/Ann Feild

All of these processes depend on mass (gravity), and evolution with redshift
is expected.

How do metals tell us about
feedback?
• We can set up a “closed-box” model for galaxy formation and learn from deviations from
the model.
• M = Mgas + Mstars
• Ṁ = 0 = Ṁgas + Ṁstars (no inflows or outflows!)
• if metallicity, Z = Mmetals/Mgas
• y = yield = mass of metals produced per mass of stars
• Z(t) = - y ln (Mgas / Mgas + Mstars)
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We can add inflows or outflows to this model; adjusting their metallicity. We can
also include variations with mass or redshift.

The mass metallicity relation
•

Locally, mass and metallicity correlate
tightly.
•

Settled with oxygen abundance
measurements from ~50,000
galaxies in the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS); z~0.1.

•

Although a correlation could be
predicted from the closed box
model —Z(t) = - y ln (Mgas / Mgas +
Mstars)— the slope is incorrect.

•

Outflows are the favored
explanation

Tremonti et al. (2004)

How do we measure gas-phase
metallicity?
•

The visible wavelength
spectra of star-forming
galaxies contain emission
lines from ionized gas.

•

Line ratios of certain ions
e.g. [OIII]/Hβ, [NII]/Hα,
are sensitive to metallicity.

•

Here, I’ll be using R23 =
([OIII] + [OII])/Hβ
(SDSS spectrum of a star-forming galaxy)

* notation [ ] = collisionally excited
“forbidden” lines, only seen in low density gas

Metallicity Evolution:
why progress has been slow until now
•

The Doppler shifting of lines —
λobs = λemitted x ( 1 + redshift)
—moves diagnostics into the
infrared at z>1 (first 6 Gyrs galaxy
evolution).

•

Infrared spectroscopy is hard, and
for a long time there were no
multi-object infrared
spectrographs at ground-based
observatories (cold, cryogenic slitmasks)

Atek et al. (2011); w/AH

Still, single object IR spectroscopy
has provided a good start…

redshift 2.2; Erb et al. (2006)

•

Resource intensive survey accumulated
about 80 galaxies at redshift z~2.2;
averaged spectra to detect fainter [NII]
and measure [NII]/Hα

•

Too expensive to repeat

•

Yet—
•

Better redshift coverage important
for getting evolution

•

Lower masses desirable; better
constraint of feedback from outflows,
where gas can easily escape gravity.

Atek et al. (2010)

Slitless spectroscopy with
the Hubble Space Telescope

Combining two grisms (G102+G141) cover metallicity
sensitive lines from 1.3 < z < 2.3.

Strategy: HST parallel observing
can accrue tons of grism data!
The WFC3 Infrared Spectroscopic Parallel (WISP) Survey
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•

sensitivities: line ~few times 10 , broad
band 25-26 AB (HST) or 24AB IRAC

•

data online at http://wisps.ipac.caltech.edu

•

spectra 0.8-1.7 um

•

imaging F606W, F814W,
F110W, F160W, IRAC 3.6

•

divided into 4-5 orbits

•

Over 150 fields in cycles
17, 18, 19, 20, and 21.
1643 orbits. More cycle
23 data not counted yet.

Measuring metallicity with the
HST WISP Survey
•

First result from 29 fields + Hubble Ultra
Deep Field

•

Selected individual spectra (left) with secure
redshifts from more than one line.

•

No requirement that Hβ be detected in
individual spectra

•

We found 83 galaxies
•

Atek et al. (2010)

The best solution was stacking—
averaging spectra together to get better
signal-to-noise

Measuring metallicity with the
HST WISP Survey

Henry et al. (2013a)

•

First result from 29 fields + Hubble Ultra
Deep Field

•

No requirement that Hβ be detected in
individual spectra

•

We found 83 galaxies
•

The best solution was stacking— averaging
spectra together to get better signal-tonoise

•

low-mass stack is 1.5 dex lower mass than
most ground-based spectroscopic surveys.

The WISP mass-metallicity relation
z~0.1
z~0.6-0.8
z~2

Theoretical
Models

WISP

Henry et al. (2013a)

Lower mass cutoff is 1.5 dex below previous work!
Evolution about 0.3 dex from z~1.8 to z~0.1

Equilibrium Models for the massmetallicity relation
•

Models assume an equilibrium condition is met between SFR, Ṁin, Ṁout:
•
•

Ṁin = Ṁout + SFR (e.g.Davé et al. 2012)
Under this assumption, metallicity and SFR are reduced to analytic
expressions that depend only on:
•
•
•
•
•
•

nucleosynthetic yield (for metallicity), y
mass loading factor (Ṁout/SFR), η
metallicity of infalling gas, αz
cosmological gas accretion, Ṁgrav
preventive feedback from gas heating, ζ
everything but the yield, y, depends on galaxy mass
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Our first comparison to this model, for a
different z~0.6 sample, revealed
discrepancies

Henry et al. (2013b)

•

Since models predict both O/H and SFR, we
should test both simultaneously

•

here, eta = Ṁout/SFR is varied

•

More spread in the metallicity models,
especially at low masses.

•

MZ is best matched by momentum-driven
winds, but SFRs are better with a constant wind
(Ṁout = SFR). Apparent even at higher mass.

•

Galaxies not in equilibrium? Preventive
feedback from gas heating overestimated?
Observational systematic?

Comparing the WISP Mass Metallicity
Relation to the same models
•

Hopkins et al. (2012,
MNRAS, 421, 3522)-- lower
gas surface density in dwarfs
(and disks) leads to energydriven winds? evolution
from preferred momentum
driving? Larger samples/
lower masses needed.

•

confirmation possible with
data that we’ve accrued in
the last few years.

Henry et al. (2013a)

Metallicity surveys with data in hand
There is an enormous amount of grism data!

•

More than 200 fields have
been acquired, and we keep
taking data! (Henry+13 used
only 29)

Metallicity surveys with data in hand
There is an enormous amount of grism data!

•

The Grism Lens-Amplified Survey
from Space (GLASS; PI Treu)
targets 10 strong lensing clusters;
luminosities ~10x deeper than
WISP.

•

Extending the mass-metallicity
7
relation to ~10 Msun is a major
science driver, and I am the lead.

The future of metallicity science
(Hubble has just gotten us started)
JWST in
the clean
room at
Goddard;
all mirrors
attached!
2/2016

NIRSPEC multi-object spectroscopy
lower backgrounds (from slits), larger telescope
longer wavelength coverage than possible from ground
== metals at earlier cosmic times

Launch
date
October
2018

Wide area metallicity surveys:
20 million emission lines

image credit: STScI

Wide area metallicity surveys:
20 million emission lines
statistics will
allow us to
study
metallicity as
a function of
more than
mass and
redshift, but
also
environment,
starformation
rates, and
size/shape
simulated WFIRST grism spectra (clipped) produced by
J. Colbert & the WFIRST grism simulation team (incl. AH).

Making the most of these data will
require that we address some
diagnostic issues.

The derived metallicity depends
heavily on the calibration used.

z~0.1 Kewley & Ellison (2008)

Example Calibration Curves:
Kewley & Dopita (2002)

Distant galaxies seem different
somehow…..
low metallicity

high metallicity

z~2; Steidel et al. (2014)

•

Distant galaxies (z~2) are offset from
nearby galaxies on this diagram

•

The physical conditions in ionized gas
must be different at high-redshifts
than low.
•

density of ionized gas

•

sizes of ionized regions

•

slope of the hydrogen ionizing
UV spectrum (extra high-energy
photons)

•

high nitrogen-to-oxygen ratio
(N/O)

To solve the diagnostic problems,
we need to get creative.
•

More of the same distant, faint galaxy data will not do. We need to
study special cases nearby, where properties seem to be similar to
the distant galaxies.

•

“Green Pea” galaxies look like a “first burst” of star formation (lots of
ionized gas, weak continuum from old stars)

•

offset on the line
ratio diagram, just
like distant galaxies

Addressing diagnostic issue by stacking ~500
SDSS/BOSS spectra.

Stacking SDSS/BOSS spectra of Green-Pea-like galaxies brings us into an entirely different
diagnostic regime (think, HII region spectroscopy!):
•
•
•
•

multiple electron temperature/metallicity diagnostics!
nebular He II 4686—counting the hard ionizing photons
density diagnostics from more highly ionized zones ([Cl III], [Ar IV])
stacked subsets by BPT diagram location will test whether N/O or something else causes
offset

symbol size—> O/H
Henry et al. (in prep)

N/O abundance

Addressing diagnostic issue by stacking ~500
SDSS/BOSS spectra.

Addressing diagnostic issues in individual
galaxies with deep spectroscopy
•

Next step: observing individual Green Pea/high-z
analog galaxies (no more stacking).

•

Smaller telescopes (i.e. APO) can get the job done.

•

For some brighter distant galaxies (i.e. z>1.5), we
could even measure metallicities from multiple
electron temperatures with JWST

•

Finding a solution is imperative, if we want to
•

truly understand the implications of future
observations with new space telescopes

•

make a robust theoretical interpretation of the
mass-metallicity relation

Apache Point Observatory

Conclusions
•

Metallicity studies are a key way to constrain the gas accretion and feedback that determine the
growth of galaxies.

•

IR spectroscopy capabilities are rapidly changing, enabling better metallicity science for distant
galaxies. JWST flies in 2018!
8

•

My Hubble Space Telescope mass-metallicity relation is the first to reach 10 M☉ for distant
galaxies (z>1).

•

We see evidence for an evolving mass-metallicity relation slope, steepening to suggest more
efficient outflows in more distant galaxies.

•

Expanding our analysis to larger Hubble samples are currently possible, so that we may improve
statistics and verify the slopes.

•

Still, we must address metallicity diagnostic issues. Low-redshift analogs for distant galaxies
provide the high signal-to-noise spectroscopy necessary to measure robust metallicities from
multiple electron temperatures.

